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Summary findings
Private  services  could contribute  greatly  to economic  entail legal,  economic,  and institutional  changes  to
growth in Russia  and the other former Soviet  states.  eliminate  the current bias  against  ^ervices,  so that service
Easterly,  de Melo, and Ofer use econometric  analysis  to  firms  can operate on a level playing  field.  It should also
identify  the gap between  expected  and actual levels  of  include  pro  2tive  prograris tu stimulate  a rapid increase
service  activities  in these  countries  and simulate  the effect  ia the level  of service  activity.
on GDP  and employment  of closing  the gap.  T'he  gap is  Appropriate  measures  may include:
particuiar'y  wide for business  and consumer  services.  * Changes  in the tax law, the regulatory  framework,
Transport and publicly  provided  services  are comparable  and other economic  incentives.
to, or higher  than, those in other countries.  *  Government  programs  to accelerate  private  sector
Traditionally,  the Marxist doctrine of socialist  development  and the privatization  of government
economies  has labeled  services  "nonproductive."  And  distribution  and service  acti-ities.
there is continuing  evidence  that national policies  in  * Training  for enterprise employees  to facilitate  their
these countries  favor producers of goods over  producers  transfer  from production to set  vice  activities.
of services.  In Russia,  for example,  there was until  * Action  to support the orderly uevelopment  of input
recently  a 25 percent ceiling  on trade margins  for some  and output markets.
products,  and the enterprise profits tax is higher for  *  Creation of a modern  banking system  that will u  'e
producers of services  than for produce . of goods.  Also,  appropriate criteria to provide  credit to service
coefficients  for real estate lease  payments  are sometimes  enterprises.
higher for service  firms.  *  Consideration  of service  activities  as priorities  for
It will be important for Russia  and the other former  international  technical  assistance  and direct foreign
Soviet  states to identify  a policy  agenda  to facilitate  the  investment.
rapid expansion  of services.  The policy  agenda should
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SXRVICES AS  A  MAJOR SOURCE OF  GROWTH  IN  RUSSIA  AND OTHER FORMER SOVIET  STATES
by
William Easterly, Martha de Melo and Gur Ofer'
A. Introduction
Purpose  and Organization of this Paper
Services  are playing  an  increasingly  strong  role in  developed market
economies, reaching two-thirds of GNP in some countries.  In Russia and other
former Soviet states, which are currently undergoing a painful transition from
central  planning to  a  market economy, services  have historically  played a smaller
role.  In this  paper, we look  beyond the transition  period, which has so far  been
characterized by financial instability and a general contraction in output and
employment, to  a period of positive growth and structural change.  We argue that
services, and in particular business and  consumer services, will be a major
source of growth in the coming years because:  (i) the large gap between the
current level of service activity in socialist countries and the expected level,
based on international experience, implies growth of the service sector itself;
and (ii)  positive effects on the economy at large arising from increases in the
quantity, quality, and diversity of services are likely to generate  productivity
increases  in  the goods producing  sector.  If this  view  is correct,  it has
I  William Easterly and Martha de  Melo are in the Policy Research Department
of the  World Bank; Gur Ofer is at the  Hebrew University in Israel.  The findings,
interpretations, and conclusions in this  paper are the  authors' own. They should
not be attributed to the World Bank, its Board of Directors, its  management, or
any of its member countries.  We thank Olga Sandler for her valuable research
assistance.4
important implications for the policy agenda of Russia and other former Soviet
states.
The evidence for these two arguments is sumnarized below in the remaining
two  parts  of  the  introduction.  Section  B  below  explains  the  3ource  and
organization of the international and  Soviet data used  in the cross-country
analysis of the role of services.  Section C then reports cn che statistical
analysis of the role of services and provides estimates of the gap in the actual
and expected levels  of service activity in  Russia and  other former  Soviet states.
Section D  discusses the  possible contribution of services  to  growth in  Russia and
other former Soviet states based on simulations of expected levels of service
activity.  Implications are then drawn for the governments' policy agenda.
The Gap  in Service Levels
It is well known among Soviet specialists that the structure of the USSR
economy, and  to  a lesser  extent  other socialist countries,  was ciistorted  compared
to other countries--with a large industrial base and a small service sector.
This unique economic structure developed for several reasons.  First, central
planning replaced the decentralized trading function with a centrally directed
distribution system.  Second, private production  --  which might have otherwise
fostered local, decentralized service providers  --  was banned.  And third, a
Marxian  doctrinal  bias against  both "non-productive"  services  and consumption  led
to a double bias against household consumption of services.  The service deficit
economy has been identified and discussed in such studies as Ofer 1973 and 1987
and others.
In 1985, onJy 40  percent of the  GDP at factor cost  of the USSR was produced
by service industries - - including  both publicly and  privately provided services
--  and only  39 percent of  the USSR  labor force was employed by  the service5
sector. Anyone  interested  in  making  a crude  international  comparison  will  find
that  these  levels  are  significantly  lower  than  the  corresponding  ones  for  "middle
upper-income  countries" as defined  by the  World  Bank,  where  service  shares  were
50 and Ft percent  respectively;  for  five of the  lower  income  countries  in the
Organization  for Economic  Development  and Cooperation  (OECD),  where service
shares  were 55 and 43 percent respectively;  for OECD as a whole,  where  both
service  shares  were  61  percent;  and  foL  the  United  States,  where  service  sharks
were 67 and  69 percent  respectively. 2
As  will  be  shown  below,  levels  of  publicly  provided  services  are  comparable
to,  or  higher  than,  those  in other  countries;  so  the  gap  in  private  services  is
even larger  than these  aggregate  figures  suggest. A major  objective  of this
study is to provide current  estimates  of the gap between  the actual  and the
expected  levels  of service  activity  in Russia  and other  former  Soviet  states,
where adjustments  are made to Soviet  and internaticnal  data on services  to
achieve  comparability  and  where  data is  disaggregated  to arrive  at comparisons
for service  sub-sectors  and for  individual  Soviet  republics. 3
Externalities  from  the  Expansion  of Services
A fairly  extensive  literature  has  developed  over  the  last  25  years  on the
growth  potential  of the service sector.  A  seminal  article  by Baumol 1967,
followed  up by Baumol et al. 1985, argues that the inherent  technological
atructure  of  many  F;ervices  inhibits  productivity  growth  and  results  in  increasing
real costs and  increasing  difficulties  of government to finance expected
2  All  data for  comparator  countries  are  for  a year  during  the  late  1980s.
3 Previous  estimates  of the  sub-sectoral  gaps  in  USSR  services  are  provided
by  Ofer  1973,  and  more  recent  estimates  of  service  shares  for  Eastern  Europe  and
the  USSR  are  provided  in  OECD 1991.  See  also  Schroeder  1987.services.  This thesis has remained controveruial, with Baumol maintaining that
this  phenomenon is  explained by  the intrinsically  labor-intensive nature  of these
activities in the face of a  high income elasticity of demand and others (see  for
example Fuchs 1969)  maintaining that difficulties in  measuring output and  prices
of services may result in an unders.stimate  of productivity growth in services. 4
Griliches 1992 addresses this controversy head on by exploring in detail how
services output and prices are measured by official data collection units in
developed countries.  He concludes that for many sectors --  such as  health care,
financial services, and retail trade - - productivity measures require additional
relevant  data on the  uses of consumer  time and on  household and firm activity not
captured hy market-based statistics.  For other sectors --  such as transport,
communications, education, and -ther  public services --  progress has been made
in  defining  new approaches to  productivity  measurement.  But no resolution of the
original controversy is achieved.  For example, although the Summers and HeRton
chapter in this book  (used  below for international comparisons of services in
final  use)  tends  to  support  the  Baumol  hypcthesis,  Griliches  sums  up  his
introduction with a more positive view of productivity growth in the serv.ce
sector. 5
While efforts to measure productivity  growth within services continue,
important conceFtual arguments have been developed to support the existence of
positive externalities  from the service sector.  Such arguments are found in
Wallis and North 1986, Romer 1987 and 1991, and Giarini 1987 and 1989.  Wallis
4  An example is the failure of national accounta to capture increases in
productivity due to wide-scale introduction of computers.
s  In  their  chapter,  Summers  and  Heston  base  their  analysis  on  final
services; however, most of  the growth of service  activities in recent  decades has
been concentrated in intermediate services.7
and North 1986 make the general point that services enhance productivity in the
goods producing sectors--whether they  are orovided inside or outside the firm. 6
Romer refines this argument by pointing out that the development of services
facilitates  specialization and hence productivity  growth  in firms producing
goods. 7 Giarini, among others, argues that financial and informational services
reduce risk and uncertainty, hence reducing overall costs.  Although plausible,
such ideas are not yet backed up with empirical work.
A further  point in considering services as a source of growth is that slow
downs in productivity growth in services experienced by the developed countries
will not necessarily apply to the developing countries, which can benefit from
technological  advances achieved elsewhere.  Thus, there  is strong  reason to
believe that former  socialist countries, where services were repressed, will
benefit from a wide range of service-related productivity enhancements.
B. International and Soviet Data on Services
The service sector is defined here to cover all economic activities other
than agriculture, mining, manufacturing, construction, and utilities. 8 The many
remaining  activities included in  the  service sector  differ  according to  function,
factor  intensity,  technological sophistication,  and  size.  It  is  therefore
important  to  sub-divide  services  into  various  sub-sectors,  to  arrive  at  more
homogeneous  activity  groups.  There  is  little  standardization  of  sub-sector
groupings  (not  only  between  socialist  and  non-socialist countries, but  also  among
6  See also Gershuny 1987 and Ott 1987.
7  See also Grossman 1989 and Grossman and Helpman 1989.
x  There are diverse views about the definition and measurement of services.
Some definitions, for example, also include construction and utilities.S
non-socialist countries); but we believe there is a logical classification into
three  distinct  sub-sectors:  infrastructure  services  (transportation  and
communic&tion), public services (education,  health, and  public administration),
and business and coneumer services (all  other jervices, including housing).'
The international data  used in the  regression analysis rsported in  Section
C consist of two data sets:  25 developed cot-tries covered by the Organization
for Economic Development and Cooperation (OECD)  national accounts data, and 160
countries covered ay  data compiled for the  World Bank's World Tables.  The latter
data  set is  referred  to  as  "world economies";  it  includes  aggregated  OECD
national accounte data, national accounts data for developing countries taken
from country-specific sources, and data on employr.ent  from the International
Labor Offioe (ILO).  The advantages of the "world economies" data set are that
it is  a larger sample and  provides more natural comparators to some of the  poorer
Soviet republics; its limitation is that there is little disaggregation by sub-
sector.  The more detailed OECD iiational  accounts data are used independently of
the "world economies" data set because they permit a separation between pub3ic
services,  such  as  health  and  education,  and  private  business  and  consumer
services.  The  limitations of  the  OECD data  are  that  thry represent  fewer
countries and these countries have higher per capita incomes than the former
Soviet states. 10
9.  In  principle,  housing  might  best  be  classified with  infrastructure
services, but OECD  data classify it with  financial services and Soviet data
classify it  with community services-  -hence  the classification  here with business
and consumer services.
'° In addition to these two data sets, the discussion on End Use in Section
C draws on estimates of real services for 60 countries by Heston and Summers in
Griliches 1992.9
The data used for the USSR are shown in the four tables of Appendix A.
Appendix Table Al shows GNP of the USSR by sector of origin, based on the U.S.
Congress JEC (or  CIA) 1970-based constant  price data for the 1960s  and 1970s and
their 1982-based constant prices for the 1980s.  A distinction is made between
market prices, also known as "established"  prices, and txue factor costs, where
the latter are arrived at by subtracting taxes, adding back subsidies, charging
correct rates for depreciation and return on capital, and adding second economy
provision of services.  The analysis of service shares in total value added is
based on these factor costs, which provide significantly higher service share
estimatas.  Specifically, in the most recent JdC calculation of GNP at factor
costs in 1982 prices, the share of consumer services is nearly double that at
market prices  --  wore than half the difference being concentrated in housing
services where subsidization is very high.
Appendix  Table A2  shows USSR employment by  sector, both  including and
excluding private agricultu.-e.  The data are taken primarily  from the U.  S.
Bureau  of  Census;  and  the estimates  including agriculture  are used  in the
comparison of the USSR and OECD countries.  Appendix Table A3 shows employment
by sector for each of the republics as well as for the USSR as a whole.  These
data  were obtained from  Goskomstat and the  Center for Economic Forecasting  of the
Ministry  of  Economics  for  Easterly  and  Fischer  1992.  They  are  the  only
employment  data  available  for  the  republics  and  appear  to  exclude  private
agriculture, which would bias the Soviet data against the hypothesis of smaller
service sectors.  They al-e  used in the comparison with the "world economies"."
"  These and accompanying data, including net  material product in comparable
prices, labor force, and capital stocks in comparable prices, by sector and by
republic, 1970-90, are available from W. Easterly, World Bank, 1818 H St. NW,
Washington DC 20433.10
Apperaix Table A4 shows  houiehold consumption and the share  of goods and various
services consumed by households as a percent of  GNP; data sourceo  are similar to
thtose  for Table Al.
C. Internacional Comparisons  of  Service  Activity
How low were services in the Soviet Union?  In this section, we present
some estimates  of how  far  Russia and  other  former Soviit  states are  below
international  activity  norms  for  different  services.  Activity  levels  are
measured by shares in value added, employment, and end use.
For value added and employment, the  approach is to  use regression analysis
to comp~are  the sectoral structure of Russia and other former Soviet states with
countries at similar leve'.s  of PPP-based  per capita income.  For countries other
than the USSR,  PPP-based per  capita incomes are taken from the Summers and
Heston data set (see  Summers and Heston 1988).  For Russia and the other Soviet
republics, we use World Bank estimates of PPC-based per capita GDP for 1987.12
Yearly estimates are extrapolated on the basis of real growth rates for the  USSR
and  periodic information on ratios of per capita income in each of the republics
as compared to the lJnion.  13
Regression analysis is  undertaken for  total  services  and for  service sub-
sectors coinciding or falling within the conceptual categories distinguished
above  --  namely,  infrastructure, business  and nonsumer  services, and public
sezvices.  Emphasis is given to the  business and consumer services category, by
investigating i.ts  omajor  components --  t.rade,  financial services, and consumer
services.  Serviceo in this category are normally provided by the private sector
12  See the World Bank's World Development ReDort 1993, Table 30.
13 USSR real GDP growth rates are taken from Easterly and Fisher 1992, and
republic/USSR ratios are obtained from IMF/IBRD/OECD/EBRD 1991.11
and are paLticularly underdeveloped  in the former Soviet states where public
provision of all services continues to dominate.  The dependent variable in the
regression analysis indicates the level of service activity and is measured by
the service share in value addecA  and employment.
The regressions are performed on panel data sets, with OECD observations
available  for the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s and "world economies" observations
available for the 19709 and 1980s.  The panel dimension of the data does not add
much to  the exercise, since  most of the  variation is  across countries rather than
time.  We therefore  use decade averages rather than  annual observations; and the
decade average coefficients can be used to assess whether there were shifts in
the levels of activity over time.  Where the coverage of sub-sectors in the
Soviet data differs  from the OECD  and  "world economies"  classifications, we
typically bias the Soviet data against the hypothesis of smaller service sectors
by using broader categories.
The regression results are shown in Table 1  and Figures 1-25 (see  also the
accompanying Notes to Figures).  Table 1 shows the residuals --  or differences
in actual and expected employment shares --  for Russia and other republics in a
regression with  "world economies"  data-  (Individual Soviet  republics  were
included as  dummy variables,  which do  not affect the regression line.) The table
shows  two columns for each category  of economic activity.  The first column shows
the estimated gap in service  employment shares  over the  whole period.  A positive
number  indicates  that  actual  shares  were  above  expected  shares  based  on
international  norms and a  negative  number indicates  that  actual shares  weve below
expected shares.  The second column shows the shift from the 1970s to the 1980s.
Here, a positive number indicates a shift toward international norms, which are
higher; and a negative number indicates a shift away from international norms.12
The  table  shows  that,  with  the exception  of  transport  and  coamunications,
residuals are negative, and generally strongly negative.  The other regressions
are  performed  on  non-Soviet  data,  with  Soviet  data  --either  aggregate  or
disaggregated  by republic --  introduced in  Figures  1-25  for comparative  purpose.
Value  added
The share  of total  services in  GDP is  shown  as a scatter against income
in Figures 1 aud 2, which respectively include and exclude military personnel.
As explained earlier, each observation is a decade average, with the time  period
in the OECD comparisons covering the 1960's, 1970's and 1980's.  Typically, the
1960's observation is the furthest  to the left, indicating lower por  capita
income; and the 1980's observation  is the furthest to the right,  indicating
higher per capita income.  In both figures, the USSR shows up as having a lower
share of total services than expected, along with its fellow planned economy
Yugoslavia.  It would be necessary to reduce the estimate of USSR per capita
income  to  that of  Turkey  to  make  its total  service  sector  conform  to  the
international pattern.  1
4 As described below, there is substantial variation in
sub-sector activity levels.
Infrastructure.  Figure 3 shows a comparison of the Soviet transportation
share with the OECD category "transportation  and storage", while Figure 4 shows
the  corresponding scatter for  communications.  The Soviet  transport share is  well
above  OECD norms, while  the communications share is below  OECD norms.  The
inclusion of storage in the OECD data makes the higher Soviet transport shares
even more striking, although value added from storage is probably small.  The
14 Of course, declines in  GDP in  recent  years have resulted in  dram'iatic  falls
in  per capita incomes in Russia and other former Soviet states; but the analysis
here predates this phenomenon.13
combined Soviet transport and communications sector (not shown) is also above
average.
Business and  consumer services.  Figures 5  and 6 show that  the Soviet trade
share in value added is far below OECD norms, where the latter are defined with
and without restaurants and hotels.  The share of Soviet banking and insurance
in value added is close to zero, as shown in Figure 7.  Figures 8 and 9 show a
comparison of consumer services (repair,  recreation, culture).  Some OECD data
include housing,  and some do not.  Therefore, USSR  data are shown with and
without housing.  When housing is included, the USSR lies above the regression
line;  but when housing is excluded, it  lies below the line.  This is  because the
housing share in value added is large in the USSR --  about 5 percent of GDP.
Public services.  Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 compare the share of public
services value added in the USSR and OECD.  Figure 10, which includes wages of
military personnel for the USSR and most OECD countries, shows that the Soviet
share of public services was higher than OECD norms in the 1960s but that it
dropped slightly  below international  norms in  the 1970s  and 1980s.  The  exclusion
of military  personnel  (Figure 11),  science personnnel  (Figure 12) and both
military and  science personnel  (Figure 13) in the Soviet  data substantially
reduces the Soviet public services share.
Conclusion: Soviet value added shares of trade,  communication, banking and
finance,  consumer  services excluding housing,  and public  services excluding
science/military  personnel are substantially  below - - and in some  cases far  below
--  international norms.  As  a result, even though  some activities,  such as
transport and  housing, have higher  value added shares, total services  play a  much
smaller role in the Soviet economy than they do in OECD countries.  Above-norm14
sector  shares  may indicate  some  scope  for  efficiency  gains,  whereas  below-norm
shares  may indicate  sources  of growth.
The data illustrated in these figures indicate that the  value added shares
of transport, trade, and banking/insurance are relatively constant for a wide
range of developed countries, as  measured by per capita income, while the shares
of  communications  and  and public  services  --  increase.  Only  the  share of
consumer services  declines with rising incomes.  Total services clearly increase
with per capita income.  Thus, future growth in total services' value added in
Russia and the other former Soviet states will arise from increasing incomes as
well as from closing the service gap.
Smolovment"
We next compare data for Russia, the other 14 former Soviet republics, and
the  USSR on  employment with the two  alternative international data sets  described
in Section B:  OECD and "world  economies".  The former is much more detailed,
while the latter contains a larger sample and provides more natural comparators
to some of the  poorer Soviet republics.  Figures 14 and 15 compare total service
sector employment shares in the former Soviet states with employment shares in
the "world economies" and OECD respectively.  Soviet republics are identified
with the  appropriate two-leL'  .r  abbreviation  while other countries  are just  shown
as asterisks.  Saviet republics are consistently below international norms in
Figure 14; however, they conform to the  norm in  Figure 15.  As with the  analysis
of value added shares, sub-sectoral employment shares of Soviet republics show
quite clear patterns in relation to international norms.
'"  Because  of problems  of data availability,  the employment  results are
reported just for the initial years of each decade  (i.e. 1970 and 1980).  The
Soviet data used for comparison arei  taken from Appendix Table 3 for the same
years to match.15
Infrastructure.  Figures 16 and 17 show scatter diagrams of the transport
and communication employment  share against per  capita incomes in the  "world
economies" and OECD respectively.  As in the case of value added, there is no
relationship  between this share  and incomes. Almost all  the Soviet republics lie
above the norm for infrastructure services, and Kazakhstan, Estonia, and Russia
head  the  list.  In  Figure  17,  only  Norway  and  Iceland  are  comparable.
Tadzhikistan, Uzbekistan, Armenia, and  Moldova are the Soviet republics with the
lowest infrastructure employment shares and are about at the "world economies"
and OECD averages.
Business and consumer services.  Figure 18 shows the scatter diagram for
the  wholesale and retail trade employment share in "world  economies".  The former
Soviet republics are  far below  international norms  for comparable levels of
income.  There  is  the  usual  problem  that  the  international  data  include
restaurants and hotels, while the Soviet data include only restaurants.  Thus,
we compare the Soviet trade data to OECD data for trade, restaurants, and hotels
in Figure 19 and to OECD data for wholesale and retail trade only in Figure 20.
Figure 19 shows trade services in the Soviet republics to  be substantially below
OECD norms; Figure 20 shows them to be only slightly below OECD norms.  Unlike
value added, there is  a slight tendency for  trade employment shares in  the Soviet
republics, as well as in OECD countries, to rise with per capita income.
Figures 21 and 22 compare the banking and insurance employment shares in
the  Soviet  republics  with  "world  economies"  and  OECD  employment  shares
respectively.  Employment  in  the  Soviet  financial  sector  is  far  below
international norms by either measure, with the gap increasing as incomes rise.
In Figure 23,  we compare Soviet data  on community services,  which include  housing
services, with  OECD data  on consumer services,  which here exclude  housing as  well16
as  privately-provided health and education services.  Despite the inclusion of
housing in the USSR data, making it broader, Soviet shares drop precipitously
below OECD norms as income rises.
Public services.  Figure  24  shows  the  sum  of  government,  health,  education,
and science  employment shares  for the Soviet republics compared to  the sum of the
OBCD categories for  government services  and social  and related  community services
(the latter  is mainly  health  and  education).  The  inclusion  of  science  is
problematic since it is not clear how much of this category is included in the
OBCD figures; we therefore also show Figure 25, which excludes science in the
Soviet data.  Defense is included under government services  in both sets of
accounts; and the large Soviet defense establishment must be a major factor in
explaining why Soviet employment shares are above those for the OECD at their
income level in both cases.
Ena  Use
Another way to define the role of services in the economy is  by the share
of services in end use.  For this analysis, we  rely on comparisons of real
activity levels generated  by Heston and Summers (H&S)  under the  UN International
Comparison Program (ICP). The focus  here is on  household consumption because  H&S
include all education and health services in household consumption and assume  no
services are used  in investment, private  or public.  The H&S  international
comparison of household consumption of services is described in a recent paper
(Heston and  Summers  1992), which  is also included  in Griliches  1992;  it is
explained below and used as a reference comparator for the Soviet data.  H&S only
treat services at the aggregate level; so it is  not possible to draw conclusions
at the sub-sector level.17
The H&S study is based on a sample of 60 ICP countries for 1980.  Using
this  data,  they  estimate  two share  variables:  SC  (consumer services  as a
proportion  of total ho.usehold  consumption) and SGDP  (consumer and government
services as a proportion of GDP)  .6  These shares are estimated at two sets of
prices:  nominal  market  prices  observed  in  each  country  and  a  set  of
international  (real)  prices applied uniformly to all countries.
The actual data  and expected levels  of SC  and SGDP - - where expected levels
are estimated on the basis of PPC-based per capita income --  are presented  in
Table 2.  Table 2A gives data for the  USSR for several different  years, and Table
2B  gives data for  Russia and the other republics in 1990.  In  all cases, expected
levels are far above the actual levels.  Indeed, the actual Soviet levels of SC
and  SGDP  at market  prices  are mostly  below  the estimated  intercept  of  the
equations.  When compared at market prices, the actual levels of SC and SGDP are
estimated at 10 to 20 percent of GDP below expected levels.  When compared at
factor costs, actual levels are estimated at 5-10 percent of GDP below expected
levels.  Since final services are defined to include  both privately and  publicly
provided services like education and health and since Soviet public services --
reflected in the  value added and employment comparisons described earlier --  are
typically high, it can be concluded that the actual level of Soviet private
consumer services is far below the expected level.
Although the Soviet republic data in  Table 2B are ordered by level of GDP
per capita,  there is no clear pattern.  Nevertheless, several observations can
be made.  Among  the republics with higher than average incomes, such as the
8 H&S also define  an "augmented consumer services" variable to capture
trade and freight transportation  services for consumer goods, estimated from
input-output table coefficients.  We have not tried to reproduce this variable
with Soviet data.18
Baltic republics, the actual shares of services in consumption are typically
low r than average.  Among the republics with lower income levels, some  have very
high shares --  Tadjikistan,  Armenia, and  Turkemenistan - - and some  have extremely
low shares:  - Usbekistan, Azerbaijian,  Georgia, and Moldova.  The  republics
clearly do not conform to the international patterns estimated by H&S.  More
study of the data and the sources of these differences is needed.
Actual data for  Russia and other Soviet  republics on the share  of household
consumption in  GDP show  the familiar decline with increasing incomes, reflecting
the fact that, at higher incomes, societies can afford to devote more resources
to investment and growth.  The decrease in the consumption ratio partly offsets
the  tendency for service shares in consumption to increase  as income rises, with
the result that the share of services in GDP increases only moderately with
incomes.  Also, the typical Soviet consumption share is  between 50-55  percent of
GDP, while the typical share for lower-income European countries is above 60
percent.  Thus, the low share of actual services in GDP reflects not only a low
share of services in consumption but also a low share of consumption in GDP.
D. Services as a Major Source of Growth
In  Section  A, we set  forth a  view that services,  and in  particular business
and consumer services, could be a major source of growth in Russia and other
former  Soviet states in the  coming years.  This view was based on two phenomena-  -
the existence of a large gap in service activity, which will be closed with the
transition to a market economy, and the existence of externalities arising from
the contribution made by services to  productivity increases in the  goods sector.
Two additonal types of externalities would appear to be particularly applicable
to economies  in transition.  One  is the potential  contribution  to  consumer19
welfare, through the  provision of quality improvements and time-saving consumer
goods and services,  whose values are not captured by the national accounts.  And
the other is the leading role services play in systemic change.
There are several aspects to this role in systemic change.  One is the
provision  of a market  infrastucture by the expansion of trading activities,
including import/export trade.  Such activities  must replace the old centralized
allocation and distribution systems which have deteriorated fast.  Competitive
trading activities  can  reduce  the costs of  transactions and  can  facilitate
backward and forward linkages in production.  It is perhaps obvious that the
creation  of  a  market  infrastructure  during  stabilization  is  particularly
important, as other forces are discouraging supply.1
7 A second aspect is the
role that services can play as a testing ground for beginner entrepreneurs, who
are  creating  a  new  small  business  sector.' 8 In most  services,  especially
business and consumer services, investment  requirements are low. A third aspect,
employment generation, is a  by-product of the other two.  Employment absorption
will be particularly  important for white collar workers with high  levels of
education--a majority of whom will be women.
The gap between expected and actual levels of service activity in Russia
and other former Soviet  states can be used to provide a comparative statics
simulation  of  the  potential  contribution  of  services  to  value  added  and
employment as these countries move toward a market economy.  Expected levels of
service activity are estimated from the pooled cross-country OECD and  "world
economies" data; and the  percentage differences from  the actual data are applied
7  Lipton and Sachs 1990 and 1992 provide some evidence on these points.
*  For a study of new private service firms in Russia, see de Nelo and Ofer
1994.20
to 1990 levels of value added and employment.  Table 3 indicates the potential
contribution of services to value added in the  USSR in 1990 for each of the sub-
sectors  discussed  earlier;  and  Table  4  indicates  the potential  employment
generation of services for Russia and each of the other former Soviet states.
The simulation  results in  Table 3 show that  expected direct value  added for
total services is 43 percent higher than the actual level, and this is without
accounting for  any of  the externalities  discussed earlier.  The additional income
generated  by this  difference --  about 120  billion rubles in  1990 current  prices -
- could increase GNP by more than 10 percent and compensate for displacement
effects in other parts  of the economy, such as a drop in military and heavy
industry  production.  The trade  and consumer services sub-sectors would generate
the most income, as they are relatively large and the gaps between actual and
expected levels are also large.
For employment, the simulation  results in  Table 4 show that closing  the  gap
would generate a total of 6 million extra jobs for the USSR in 1990, with close
to 3 million jobs created in Russia alone.  The employment gap is large, and
employment generation from closing the gap in services could compensate for an
overall unemployment  rate of  close  to  3 percent.  Additional  research  is
required  on  the  likely  time period  for  convergence between  the  actual  and
expected levels of service activity and the likely sequence of convergence of
different sub-sectors.
A Policy Agenda for Russia and Other Former Soviet States
In view of the above potential, it will be important for Russia and the
other former Soviet states to identify a policy agenda to facilitate the rapid
expansion  of  services.  Traditionally,  the Marxist  doctrine  of  socialist
economies  has  labeled  services  "non-productive".  And  there  is  continuing21
evidence that national policies discriminate against producers of services as
distinguished from producers of goods.  For example, in Russia, there was until
recently a  25 percent  ceiling on  trade margins  for  some products,  and  the
enterprise profits tax is reduced for producers of goods but not for producers
of services.  Also, coefficionts for real estate lease payments are sometimes
higher for service firms.
The  policy agenda should entail economic, legal, and institutional changes
to  eliminate the  current bias against services, so  that service  firms can  compete
on a level  playing field.  It should  also include  proactive programs to stimulate
a rapid increase in the level of service activity.  Appropriate measures may
include changes in the tax law, the regulatory framework, and other economic
incentives; government programs to accelerate private  sector development and
privatization of government distribution and service activities; training for
enterprise employees to facilitate their transfer from production to service
activities;  action  to  support  the  orderly  development  of  input and  output
markets; creation of a modern banking system that will use appropriate criteria
to  provide credit to service  enterprises; and consideration  of service  activities
as  priorities  for  international  technical  assistance  and  direct  foreign
investment.  The little experience with private services in the former Soviet
states and the historical negative view of the role of services there both argue
for a strong involvem...it  of the international community in services.22
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Notes to Flgures
A. Share of Services in Value Added: the USSR and OECD
For OECD, value added shares are in current prices.  For the USSR, 1970
factor cost prices are used for the 1960s  and 1970s, and 1982  factor cost prices
are used for 1980s.
Figure 1:  Share of Total Services (Including  Military) in Value Added
For OECD countries, military value added is included by definition, but in
practice some countries  do not.
For the USSR, Figure 1 includes only the pay for military personnel.
Total services  in the USSR  also include a sector called "science  and scientific
services," which other countries include partly in educational services and
partly in various production sectors.
Figure 2:  Share of Total Services (Excluding  Military) in Value Added
Same as above, but without  military personnel for the USSR.
Note: According to the CIA estimates, payments  for military personnel - only
a part of value added of the defense  sector - consist of about 2 percent of GNP
at factor cost.  The OECD defense shares had been much smaller than those
of the USSR.  Therefore, the two figures are shown here.
Figure 3:  Share of Transport  Services in Value  Added
For OECD, transport and storage  are included; for the USSR, only transport.
Figure 4:  Share of Communication  Services in Value  Added
Figure 5:  Share of Trade, Restaurant, and Hotel Services in Value  Added
For the USSR hotels are not included.  They are in consumer services.
Figure 6:  Share of Wholesale  and Retail Trade in Value Added
Data for the USSR include restaurants.
Figure 7:  Share of Banking and Insurance  Services in Value  Added
Figure 8:  Share of Consumer  Services (Including  Housing  for USSR) in Value Added
Consumer  services in  all  countries include repair,  personal  care,  and
recreation.  They do not include education  and health services.  Some OECD
data include housing, and some do not.  It is usually not possible to separate
out housing.  Therefore, consumer services data for OECD are the same in
Figure 8 and Figure 9.32
Figure 9:  Share of Consumer  Services (Excluding  Housing  for  USSR)  in Value  Added
See also note for Figure 8.
Note: The housing sector in  the  USSR has been highly subsidized.  At
established  prices its share is about 0.5 percent of GDP.  At factor cost, with
adjustments  made by the CIA, the share equals to 5-6 percent of GNP, which
given the low availability  of housing in the USSR is probably upward biased
in the international  comparison.
Figure 10:  Share of Government,  Health, Education,  Military, and Scientific Services in
Value Added
For OECD, data include all services produced by the government  as well as
non-government  education  and health services
Figure 11:  Share of  Government, Health, Education, and Scientific Services in  Value
Added
See note for Figure 10.
Figure 12:  Share of Government,  Health, Education, Military Services in Value  Added
See note for Figure 10.
Figure 13:  Share of Government,  Health, and Education  Services in Value Added
See note for Figure 10.
B. Share of Services in Employment:  the USSR and OECD
All data refer to  civilian labor force.  The Soviet data are  for full-time
equivalent of the employed.
Figure 15  Share of Total Services in Employment
Figure 17:  Share of Transport  and Communication  Services in Employment
Figure 19:  Share of Trade, Restaurant, and Hotel Services in Employment
Soviet data are without hotels.  They are included in consumer services.
Figure 20:  Share of Wholesale  and Retail Trade in Employment
Soviet data include restaurants.
Figure 22:  Share of Banking and Insurance  Services in Employment
Figure 23:  Share of Housing and Consumer  Services in Employment
OECD data do not include housing.  For employment, it is not possible to
separate housing for the USSR.33
Figure 24:  Share of Government,  Health, Education,  and Scientific  Services  in Employment
Figure 25:  Share of Govermnent,  Health, and Education  Services in Employment
See notes to Figures 1 and 2 above.
C. Share of Services in Employment: 15 Soviet Republics  and World Economies
World Economies  data are from ILO yearbooks  and include all countries for
which data were available.  Data are not uniform: can be for employment,
labor force, total or only civilian and others.  In addition, there are  many
differences  in classification  by branch.  Soviet data are as above.
Figure 14:  Share of Total Services in Employment
See also Table 1, column 4
Figure 16:  Share of Transport  and Communication  Services in Enployment
See also Table 1, column 1.
Figure 18:  Share of Trade, Restaurant, and Hotel Services in Employment
See also Table 1, column 2
Figure 21:  Share of Banking and Insurance  Services in EmploymentFIGURE  1:  SHARE OF TOTAL SERVICES  (INCLUDING MILITARY) IN VALUE ADDED:
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APPENDIX A
Statistical Data on the Service Sectors in the USSR,  Russia  and
other Former Soviet States
1950-1990Table Al:  GNP by Sector of Origin:  The  USSR,  1950-1939
(1)  (2)  1(3)  (1)  (2)
1970  Prices  19S2  Fbims  Curfe.3  Primt  M*Aket
percenfap-  Factor Cact  Faotor Coat  [  Fl  or  Cm  ;at  _  b  _  __
1950  1960  1970  1970  1980  1987  1989  1970  1982
GNP  (;xdudig  the  milf  ry)  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00
Aguicukure&Fomstry  32.94  26.33  21.61  29.14  20.61  20.03  21.36  20.92  15.62
Manfacturing  &ConsStUction  26.17  36.27  40.06  37.32  41.70  41.26  49.33  54.12  52.11
Utilities  0.42  0.51  0.61  1.00  1.26  1.51  ..  0.51  0.61
Total Services  41.53  37.40  32.23  32.52  36.32  36.56  29.31  24.44  25.66
Infr&asncure  Services  4.77  7.62  9.79  S.10  10.46  10.66  9.05  x.25  9.33
Trasportation  4.13  6.97  2.X7  7.46  9.60  9.64  7.74  7.54  2.52
Conunmication  0.64  0.72  0.92  0.64  0.27  1.02  1.31  0.71  0.31
Busirnss Servies  6.46  7.62  2.15  6.42  7.23  7.03  6.96  5.50  5.42
Trade  5.30  6.97  7.44  5.92  6.62  6.49  5.1  4.29  4.67
BankingA Insurance  0.25  0.41  0.41  0.23  0.29  0.27  0.66  0.31  0.41
Infornation  Srvices  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  0.20
Odwr  0.32  0.31  0.31  0.27  0.26  0.27  0.92  0.31  0.41
Consumer  S'vcen  13.77  11.07  9.79  2.20  2.49  2.29  2.72  2.25  3.25
Housing-conunnal  Services  10.59  2.61  7.34  5.63  5.53  5.75  1.20  0.92  0.3I
Repair&  PersonaCarC  1.69  1.13  1.22  1.25  1.60  1.27  - 1.12  1.62
Recreation  1.06  1.02  0.82  1.02  1.04  0.96  _  0.51  0.51
Culture  0.42  0.31  0.41  0.25  0.31  0.31  0.92  0.31  0.30
Public Servim  9.22  7.99  7.95  S.14  2.39  S.23  10.13  6.31  7.61
Govenunet  Administration  7.31  2.97  2.55  1.66  1.21  1.75  0.40  1.53  1.72
Education  5.40  4.00  3.27  4.07  3.92  3.90  4.21  3.05  2.64
ealthh  2.65  2.36  2.04  2.24  2.14  2.11  2.79  1.63  1.42
Science  1.17  1.64  2.04  1.33  2.27  2.22  3.18  1.63  1.23
a/  Fadcor  prices  re derived fro  market pnres  by subtracting net taxes and subsidies, charging correct rates for dpreiation  and retum on capital, and adding  sdmt  emny  provisiOn of  servics
Sources: (1) Joint  Economic Conunittee,  U.S. Congress, USSR:  Measures  ofEconomic  Growth and Development. 1950-1980 (1922).  Waigton  D.C., Joint Cocunittee  Print, pp. 41, 59.61
(2)Joint  EconomicCommittec,  U.S. Congres.Measurs  of Sowiet  GrossNational Product in 1982  Prices (1990).  WihingtonD.C.,  Joirt  Conunite  Print, pp. 23,  54-57.
(3) Goskonutat,  Syutema  Natsionoalnh  SchetovSSSR  (The System  of NaronalAccounts  of the USSR)  (I991). Mosow,  Godokmdat,  pp. 19-20.61
Table 2A: Employment by Sector of Origin: The USSR, 1950-1990
A.  Includine mivte  mNiculture
(percentqu)
1950  1960  1970  1980  1955  990 
To4al  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00
ApicultUe  h  Fcraery  53.91  42.48  32.24  26.37  25.44  13.72
Manuctuwing  &  Cousrction  23.06  30.34  34.28  35.30  35.18  40.03
Totl Serice  23.03  27.19  33.48  38.33  39.38  40.48
bnhsucture Service  5.73  7.36  7.S6  8.77  3.90  6.55
Trfspcotation  & Conununication  5.78  7.36  7.86  8.77  3.90  6.55
Business  Seavice  4.73  5.68  7.53  8.64  8.75  10.08
Trde  4.17  4.90  6.36  7.11  7.12  7.52
Banking  & Ince  0.33  0.23  0.33  0.48  0.4S  0.50
Od0  0.24  0.50  0.34  1.05  1.15  2.05
Consumer  Srvices  2.48  2.19  2.58  3.31  3.48  3.58
Housing-communal  & Persc  Seo-ices  2.48  2.19  2.58  3.31  3.4S  3.58
Public  Services  10.04  11.97  15.52  17.61  18.25  20.26
Ooveniment  Administation  2.27  1.31  1.55  1.83  1.89  1.82
Educatioa  Cultue  d  Arts  4.34  5.36  7.15  3.00  3.32  9.32
Health  2.54  3.63  4.28  4.56  4.81  5.56
Science  0.89  1.67  2.53  3.21  3.23  3.06
Unaccounted  Sector  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.78
B.  Excluding  arivate  ariculture
(perCernases)
1950  1960  1970  1980  1985  1990 I/
Total  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  97.95
Agricultuwe  Foresy  45.86  35.06  25.05  20.32  19.52  18.72
Manufkctring  * Constuction  27.09  34.25  37.92  38.20  37.97  40.03
Total  Services  27.05  30.69  37.03  41.41  42.50  38.42
Ifasructure Services  6.79  3.30  8.69  9.49  9.61  6.55
Trispo  ion  & Communication  6.79  8.30  8.69  9.49  9.61  6.55
Busins  Sevces  5.56  6.41  8.32  9.35  9.44  10.08
Trade  4.89  5.53  7.03  7.69  7.68  7.52
Banking  & hiurnce  0.38  0.31  0.36  0.52  0.52  0.50
Oter  0.28  0.56  0.93  1.14  1.24  2.05
Consumer  Services  2.91  2.47  2.85  3.59  3.75  3.58
Housing4communal  & Peronal  Services  2.91  2.47  2.85  3.59  3.75  3.58
Public  Services  11.79  13.51  17.16  19.05  19.70  20.26
Oovenuent  Administration  2.67  1.47  1.71  1.98  2.04  1.32
Education,  Cultre  and  Art  5.10  6.06  7.91  8.66  3.9n  9.82
Healf  2.99  4.10  4.74  4.94  5.19  5.56
Science  1.04  1.8  2.80  3.48  3.49  3.06
Unacounted  Sector  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.78
a/  Data  for 1990  do  not include  all private  agriculture.
b/ Dat for 1990  include  some  private  agriculture.
IaSa:  Stephen Rapaway and  W. Ward Kihaca  des Etimates  andProjections ofthe Labor  Force  andCvllian  Employ)ment  in the USSR. 1950  to JOOO
(1 9S).  Washington  D.C.,  Center  for  Intenational  Research  U.S. Bureau  of Cen,  pp. 28-29,4243.  For 1990,  World  Bank  data  (Dmitri  Steinberg 1992.Table  A3:  Emplpynwn  by Sd-or:  Tle  USSR  amid I5  Republics,  1970 -19I0
(p.rcetqe)J
J970  USSR  Esu  LaMa  R"ua  BHads  Lithuania  Ukrane  M  oloa  Aeea  Gat  i  anh  r  U  T
Tetal  100.00  100.00  100.00  10000  100.00  100.00  10000  10000  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.o0  100.00
Agr  ttu&PsFoey  25.37  18.16  20.53  19.55  36.93  31.47  30.64  5015  25.05  36.62  26.65  34.50  31.42  34.06  42.17  4533
MAIR&awIMgAConsucidn  38.75  44.7  42.99  42.67  33.58  37.92  36.96  2364  39.04  28.15  32.79  23.56  24.77  30.10  24.64  2281
TotalSavices  35.88  3697  3649  37.78  29.48  30.61  3240  2621  35.91  35.23  40.57  36.94  3631  35.54  33.1t  31.86
Infastrure  Scnnices  3.24  9I5  J.91  8.70  694  7.18  7.63  544  6.63  7.45  1043  3.06  5.03  727  615  6.07
Transpcrtaion&Cosmumiatmn  824  9.15  891  8.70  6.94  7.18  7.63  544  663  7.45  10.43  8.06  8.06  7.27  6.15  607
Business  Sarvices  7.64  8.74  8.67  7.97  6.74  6.15  7.34  603  668  6.41  t.24  6.57  740  7.20  6.91  57t
Trbae  7.23  8  20  5.05  7.54  6 33  6.44  6.99  5 58  6,28  6.05  7.77  6.27  701  6 77  6.60  5-41
Bsrkm&  Ihwnc  034  0o3  0.36  0.37  0.28  0.31  0.29  021  030  030  039  0.29  030  0.32  0.26  027
IfnnaairnuSevscs  0.07  0.16  0.26  0.06  0.13  0.10  0.06  023  0.09  0.06  0.07  0.01  0.09  0.11  0.05  0.09
CamtanSuvic  281  3.32  3.56  3.13  1.69  2.43  2.44  1.27  2.97  3.02  2.73  2.32  226  1.94  211  1.92
H_mufn-corumal  Savic  2.81  3.32  3.56  3.13  1.69  2.43  2.44  1.27  2.97  3.02  2.73  282  2.26  1.94  2.11  192
Public Saices  17.19  15.76  15.35  17.98  14.12  14.15  14.99  1347  19.64  11.35  19.17  19.48  19.07  19.43  13.01  18.09
Gamit  Auuinitic.  1.81  2.23  1.39  1.35  1.60  177  1.57  1.22  203  1.81  2.11  2.20  2.56  2.70  1.77  2.47
EdwAlimmiCuta  & Anb  7.86  7.17  6.98  7.73  7.28  6.33  7.12  7.33  10.13  8.78  9.7n  966  9.32  9.56  9.94  9.54
Hcal  4.64  4.73  4.53  4.69  4-07  4.05  4.55  3.41  4.11  5.43  5.05  5.27  4338  5.06  4.55  4.09
sciac  2.83  1.62  1.90  3.71  117  1.51  1.75  1.01  3.31  233  2.24  235  232  2.09  1.7  199  I.
)950  USSW  Esaona  Lava  Runu.  Belwar  LMhuWa  Ukrain  ModUa  A,.ia  G.oia  Kan*hN.a  Awrim  I  tEdiauEj.Wm  Us  Th
- 100.00  o1000  100.00  . -10.00  1c00  00  100o  .00  100.00  100  00  l0o-oo  ---  l  o  ---  Io.00  100.00  o0o.0-  100.o0  100.0-
Agriuw&  Famshy  2025  13.94  16.27  15.02  26.3  22.56  22.92  39.56  21.93  30.57  23.51  33.09  33.39  31.93  3145  40.16
Manufactuing&  Cstruchan  395.4  44.06  42.21  43.16  3M1S  40.01  39.73  27.63  39.50  23.10  32.42  27.42  23.50  29.37  24.32  2266
TOW  a  VIM  40.20  42.00  41.52  41.82  35.44  37.43  37.30  3231  33.52  41.33  44.07  39.50  33.11  38.65  37M  34.49
lrinSclmweavim  9.08  9.56  9.42  9.61  8.36  7.93  822  671  6.74  8.34  11.50  t.5  9.03  7.57  6.93  6.76
TrFuP_Mwta&CMDMaiCatia  9.06  9.56  942  9.61  8-36  7.93  8.22  6.71  6.74  3.34  11.50  3.35  9.03  7.57  6.93  6.76
Busame Samca  1.64  9.97  10.22  8.96  8.23  8.91  8.38  7.7  7.03  7.43  9.11  721  7.47  7.92  7.58  6.41
Trade  7.95  9.16  9.14  3.27  7.44  3.01  7.72  7.0  6.37  690  .2  6.57  6.91  7.21  7.06  5.37
Banking  &  ceauo  0.49  0.51  0.51  0.52  0.51  0.49  0.45  0.35  0.49  0.41  0.53  0.37  0.36  044  0.33  0.34
b  8nfmsSmicm  0.20  0.29  0.5s  0.16  0.29  0.40  0.22  0.34  0.22  0.12  026  027  0.20  0.27  0.19  0.19
CmnmanuSavia  356  4.11  4-25  3.89  2.47  3.38  3.37  1.99  3.67  4.32  3.43  3.05  234  2.45  231  2.25
HauurWamalSauicm  3.56  4.11  4.25  3.t9  247  3.38  3.37  1.99  3.67  4.32  3.43  3.05  2.34  2.45  2.31  225
Ptha  cSav  m  18.92  11.37  17.63  19.37  16.33  1716  17.32  16.34  21.03  21.23  20.04  20.39  1926  2071  2040  Io.07
O0  _wummAsidmtiri  1.80  2.25  1.78  1.32  1.62  1.55  1.64  1.32  1.39  209  2.06  1.5  254  2.57  1.72  226
Edua  ^o.QCk,  &An1  8.67  3.67  3.17  1.22  3.23  3.24  8.13  9.38  11.17  10.22  10-44  1097  9.95  1054  11.47  10.41
Held  4.90  5.16  5.23  4.11  4.47  5.17  4.94  4.36  4.33  6.06  5.2  5.07  4.32  5.19  5.30  4.54
S5cnoc  3.56  2.29  2.44  4.52  206  2.20  2.55  1.28  3.64  291  224  250  1.96  241  1.92  1.36Table A3  (c"esd)
1985  US  E*z,  Lnaw  R.a  B&,u  Liatla  Ubr_m  Modm  A_wm  GJWZ.  K15  4g,  Aaxno-  z,6  mui.ai  Kj,q&i  Uabmb_  rdig Total  100.00  300.00  100-00  100.00  100.00  100-00  100.00  100-00  100.00  100.00  100.00)  ioo  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  306
Auiaw&  F1reiay  19.45  13.30  15.52  14.26  23.62  1972  21.19  36-41  20-26  2738  23.29  33.06  40.42  32.71  37.93  43.10 MDiM  A  CaIgUMCujn  39.44  43.54  42.36  4292  39.14  41-42  40.29  2183  40.21  30.21  3.42  27.48  22.5  2309  24.42  2239
TOWl Savic  41.10  47.17  42.13  42.2  36.54  3836  38.52  34.73  39.56  41.91  44.30  39-45  37.06  38.54  3765  3452
b1nhUebui  SaViCea  9.20  9.56  9.17  9.79  33  3.00  8.33  6-97  6.79  8.68  11.60  383  838  7.50  7.02  6.76
T,__pxii  a  cmu  izcm  9.20  9.56  9.17  9.79  833  8.00  8.33  6.97  6.79  8.68  11.60  t83  t3.  7.50  7.02  6.76 B_m=Savica  8.63  10.04  10.42  9.00  8.34  9.17  3.40  3.02  7-21  752  3.93  7,24  697  751  7.20  624 Trw4  7.93  9.25  9.34  3.30  7.52  8.26  771  731  647  696  3.07  6.58  646  638  670  5.74 Bu*g  Iamamc  0.50  0.52  0.52  0.53  0.54  0.51  0.46  0.38  0.43  0.42  0.58  038  0.33  0.4l  0.33  0.32
hiwmuuoaSavwes  0.20  0.27  0.56  0.16  0.27  0.40  0.22  032  0.26  0.12  0.23  0.28  0.33  0.22  0.17  0.18
Cmisma  Saviow  3.72  4.32  4.17  4.03  273  3.64  3.64  2.14  3.80  4.14  3.45  3.13  238  2.56  2.26  240
IImuia19.aIauaumaIsaviw  3.77  4-32  4.17  4.08  273  3.64  3.64  2.34  3.30  4.14  3.45  3.13  238  256  226  L40
PAlcbc  Savim  19.5/  39.25  18.37  19.96  17.14  is805  13.35  17.65  21.76  21.56  2A32  20.26  19.33  2D.97  21336  39.11
aovA_nAmalim  1.86  231  1.93  1.88  3.69  1.55  3.72  1.44  1.77  2.2  2t09  1.79  2.49  2.69  369  2.30
EdhxMiC.QIONCA*As  B.99  8.96  8.56  85  8.61  3.8  8.49  9.85  31.30  30.39  10.56  0L.33  30.4  10.78  13.97  18033
HIMb  5.14  5.77  3o40  5.00  4.67  5.56  5.26  4.94  5.17  6.26  550  536  4.76  5_23  5.69  4.71
skm  3.57  2.21  2.47  4.56  2.18  212  2.68  1.42  3.72  2.80  216  2.9  2zo  222  1.82  1.77
0'
1990  USA  fa.W.  La.  Rmia  B.M.  Ldtmia  (Jbum  Aold..w  Ameot  Go-lb  B.Ut  - mA6ap-  74*uIW-Kflm  VAiim  r_,
Totd  100.00  100.00  300.00  100.00  MO  100.0  100.00  3o0.  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.40  10woo  100.00  100.00  100.00  160.00
Ae  &uiaa  Fmk  38.72  1275  15.93  33.38  19.56  13.13  19.39  32.73  37.74  25.57  223  32.22  41.94  372  39.29  429?
Manauwng  ACaucto  40.65  43.95  41.15  44.24  43.19  43.58  41.39  31.42  43.34  33.09  34.21  27.52  22.45  29-33  25.71  2341
TOSajviaes  40.64  43.34  42.93  42.38  37.25  33-24  3.73  35.85  38.92  41.33  42.97  40.26  3562  37.94  35.00  33.62
Wdm,bumm  SaNm=  7.40  359  7.33  7.7  7.09  5.72  7.0  5.40  521  7.13  9.31  7.67  597  5.38  s.06  45
Trinnmiai*C  _miaam  7.40  359  7.33  7.7  7.09  5.72  7.06  540  5.21  7.13  9.31  7.67  597  5.3t  506  4,85
B8  _  Savioe  3.29  9.67  30.97  870  8.31  9.39  8.23  7US  6.93  7.06  8.21  6.91  6.16  7.25  6.24  6.07
T=&  7.52  8.74  9.32  7.92  742  329  7.48  7.14  6.18  6.48  7.41  6.28  5.67  659  578  555
Bf'kmiA  ksnnue  0.5l  0.50  0.51  0.s4  0.56  0.65  0.51  0.45  0.48  0.43  0.52  0.38  032  040  029  0.31
Sh&m  3.tvica.  0.26  0.43  1.34  025  034  0.44  0.24  0.29  027  0.35  0.2  025  0.16  0.26  017  021
Cwa  Sic  3.98  4.45  463  4.36  294  3.65  3.93  2.71  4GS  4.76  3.86  3.58  248  259  244  2.62
ua.m  md gavic  3.96  4.45  4.63  4.36  2.94  3.65  3.93  271  4e05  4.76  3-86  358  2.48  2.59  2.44  262
P  S*ic3uaim  20.96  20.64  19.99  21.44  13.90  3948  19.49  19.86  22.73  2239  2359  22.10  21.01  22.72  21.26  20.03
O  aw  Mnim  3.32  2.39  .33  13.6  1.68  3.50  1.71  1.52  1.71  1.87  2.05  3.3  2.19  143  1.50  2.0
E  O  ^md  aCo*Aat  10.12  100.3  9.77  9.70  9.8  9.97  9.34  11.22  l320  11.22  11.72  32.1  31.38  12.33  3257  1  3.23
Had&  5.75  6.16  5.75  5.63  5.23  5.95  5.94  5.53  5.77  66S  6.03  6tl  5.60  5.96  s."  5.35
3.27  2.26  264  415  2.15  2.07  250  1.5t  3.6  265  .79  Los  1.82  1.9t  1.30  1.47
_  O.aUn__m.w.  392Tabk A4:  in  Use  n  MPbvere  of GNP, at Market (Utabbed)  Prim  am Fao  CuL Mm USSR, 1  I"f
I  t  |  Fai  Ms"t  _  Fad  Midot  Mado
1970  1970  1982  1982  1987  1990
T---l GNP  a-  100.00  100.00  100.00  10.Q0  100.00  100.00
HmueholdCnxumption  55.10  54.20  53.40  55.30  53.12  54.95
ComunnYr  Goods  43.40  34.70  41.80  35.20  4025  42.65
Ccns,men  Services  11.60  19.50  11.60  20.00  12.86  12.30
Housing  0.90  7.00  0.90  5.60  1.14  2.73
utilities  0.90  l.C  0.90  1.70  O.99
Transportation  1.40  1.70  1.50  1.60  1.31  1.21
Co=umicaiorSo  t).30  0.5t  0.40  0.40  0.38  0.64
Repair&Prawonal  Cac  1.40  1.20  1.90  2.00  1.79
Recreation  -i.70  1.00  0.60  1.10  0.90
Education  3.80  4.50  3.40  4.80  3.84  3.61
HeinIh  2.20  2.60  2.00  2.80  228  3.32
Culture  ..  ..  ..  ..  0.36  0.50
Bankng &  _mce  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..
4iscellaneous  Services  ..  ..  ..  ..  0.24
Public  Consumption  16.40  17.60  18.60  14.30  15.12  16.95
Uoiuan=esntnAinistratimn  2.40  2.80  2.70  2.90  2.45  2.19
Research  &l  oinkpment  bW  2.70  3.10  3.40  11.40  2.86  1.33
Odw  11.40  11.60  8.10  ..  9.80  13.43
a/ For 1990  to(  GDP  used.
b/ Resarch and Devlokpomt  at ftor  coset  for 1982  includes  Othew.
Sou:a:  (1)  Joint  Economic  Cocmmittee,  U.S.  Coagress,  bU=t Measures of Fxoenuic Gro"wh and  DellcOpeu4  1950-1980 (1982).  Washingtk,
D.C.,  Joint  Committee  Print,  p. 41.
(2)  Jont Ecnomic Commie  U.S.  Congress,  Measures ofSgwet Gross Naotond  ProAtcl in 1982  Pies  (1990),  Washikgtn, D.C.,  Joint
Cooonitter  Print,  p. 26.
(3)  Abina Teqlukova, USXt  Gross NAtioul  dPoductAccouL  rby Republic  1987 (1992),  Washngton  D.C.  ,Caaer for  hnterknatod  Ricsuech,
U.S.  Bourau  of Cenius,  p. 169.
(4)  Wod  Bank  data (miti  Seinbg),  1992.Policy  Research Working  Paper  Serles
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